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ACTION for CHILDREN - UPDATE. 
COFFEE MORNING. Thank you to 
those who attended the A for C    
Coffee Morning on Sat, 15 June, 
which raised £56.41 for the charity. 
Thanks also need to go to Lorraine 
Harris for organising the morning 
and those who provided cakes for it. 
SPONSORED WALK. Many thanks   
to those who sponsored me for 
the Wolverhampton Circuit           
organised A for C sponsored walk 
around West Park, also on Sat, 15 
June.  I managed 4 laps of the park 
in the increasingly heavy rain of that 
morning, before returning to Beck 
for some much needed cake and 
coffee!  I'm pleased to say that so 
far I've received £190 for my efforts. 
If anyone wishes to sponsor me    
retrospectively I'll be happy to      
receive their donations. 
A for C COLLECTING LANTERNS. So 
far 8 have been returned for       
emptying and counting, while I'm 
anticipating another 6 or 7 to be   
returned soon.  It would be great if I 
could receive these by Sun, 7 July, 
as Sun, 14 July is Action for Children 
Sunday and I would like to            
announce during the service the   
total of how much has been raised 
by Beckminster for this Methodist 
charity during the last 12 months. 
Pete Prescott (Beck A for C            
organiser). 
 
 

Beck @ 100.  As part of these      
preparations, there are forms at the 
back of church asking you to write 
down "Memories of Members" / 
"What Beckminster means to Me" 
and also any "Interesting Facts" you 
may have about the life and work of            
Beckminster. 
These contributions may find their 
way into the Commemorative Book. 
Please hand completed forms to Sue 
Lloyd directly or to Sue Lorimer in the 
Church Office. 
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